
In 2011, the number of disable people in Kyrgyzstan was 142.4 thousand, and by January 1, 2018, it 

increased to 181.4 thousand. In our opinion, a disabled person in the world and a disabled person in 

Kyrgyzstan are completely different life strategies. That is why in our debut video in Moon Studio, we 

wanted to disclose this very acute problem in our country, since the degree of humanity of the state and 

society depends on the attitude towards people "with disabilities". 

After defining the subject for the video, we began to look for people who would like to share their life 

story and met two really special and so different from each other guys. Aibek is a boy who has 

statodynamic disturbances (motor abilities), mental disorders, speech disorders (stammering, difficulties 

in learning to write, the presence of verbal or nonverbal speech), and problems in the hematopoietic 

system, disruptions in the digestive system and physical deformity. But for people who know him or 

talked for even more than 10 minutes, Aibek is the most cheerful person in the world. He loves 

everyone and everything around him and enjoys every moment of his life. He has close people with 

whom he walks around the city and sometimes forgets about his physical limitations. In short, Aibek is a 

person-smile, which charges the positive energy of everyone around. But unfortunately, we can not say 

the same about our second new friend from the village of Kanyshkiy, Chatkal district, Jalal-Abad oblast. 

Adylkanov Baytur is a very good boy. But Baytur in this life does not please almost anything except his 

books and coloring books. And Baytur in his youthful growth already often asks the question: Why 

should I live? It's very sad to realize that such a bright boy as Baytur wants to die sooner, but on the 

other hand he can understand. He has no friends with whom he can play, he just lives in four walls, and 

going out into the street sees only the gray usual Kyrgyz village, which even more immerses him in 

anguish. In his life he never saw large supermarkets, shopping centers, play areas. He never experienced 

real happy feelings of a child's time. 

When we learned the life stories of these two wonderful guys, we immediately decided what the idea of 

our social video would be. People so often try to solve the problem of infrastructure for disabled people 

in cities, the problems of their movement, etc. But we realized that in cities there are more or less 

conditions for special people, but what happens to children in the regions? Do not they deserve a happy 

life? This is exactly the topic we wanted to raise in our video. 

Thank you to the European House for the opportunity to change people's lives. 

We look forward to your feedback. 


